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Cleaning
the creek
Students and
Sierra Club join
community to
restore Coyote
Creek’s beauty

Sonya Herrera| Spartan Daily
Kimberly Hill (right), senior health science major, Erika Hishiro (center), sophomore psychology major, and
Jennifer Pham (left), undeclared freshman, picking up trash along Coyote Creek with community volunteers on
Saturday, Sept. 20 for Coastal Cleanup Day.

By Sonya Herrera
@Sonya_M_Herrera
San Jose State students working with a host of
environmental and governmental organizations came
together with community volunteers to clean up Coyote
Creek on Saturday, Sept. 20 during Coastal Cleanup Day.
Sierra Club staff and volunteers, along with the the
Santa Clara Valley Water District and the Santa Clara
County Creeks Coalition, arranged a sign-up station and
bins full of cleaning supplies before the cleanup began at
9 a.m.
San Jose State alumnus Kenneth Rosales works as
the conservation programs manager at the Sierra Club’s
Loma Prieta chapter. He said volunteering in events like
Coastal Cleanup Day helped him secure his paid position
with the environmental organization.
“I was offered a job by the Sierra Club Loma Prieta
chapter about five or six months after graduating, and
it’s because I got connected through internships and
volunteer activities,” Rosales said.
Michael Fallon, director of San Jose State’s Center
for Community Learning and Leadership, said he was
inspired by sociology professor Scott Myers-Lipton’s
mobilization of students to raise minimum wage.
“So I have made Restore Coyote Creek the leading
community engagement project for our campus for this
year and next year until we can restore it to the beautiful
creek that it should be,” Fallon said.
Deb Kramer is the project manager of Santa Clara
County Creek Coalition’s Restore Coyote Creek project
and did much of the marketing work for Saturday’s
cleanup at Coyote Creek.
“I targeted libraries in the South San Jose area. I also
leafleted the SJSU campus here,” Kramer said. “Working
with our email list of almost 200 people, I sent messages.
I also posted on Facebook multiple times and used a lot of
word-of-mouth.”

SEE COYOTE CREEK ON PAGE 2

Redefining gender
Exploring modern identities
By Samson So
@SamsonSo426
The MOSAIC Cross Cultural
Center hosted a “Gender
Reconstruction” workshop last
Thursday.
Led by Zain Ahmed, a
diversity advocate intern at
the center, the event held an
in-depth discussion of the
definition of gender identity and
specification.
Ahmed’s discussion was
centered around the idea
that transgender isn’t merely
biological and a restricted sexual
orientation, but really about how
some people identify and express
themselves.

“The main purpose of the
discussion is simply to educate
people and why it is so often
traditionally associated,” Ahmed
said. “We want to look at what
gender is and how its ingrained
in society.”
Ahmed’s presentation was
highlighted with multiple,
smaller group discussions with
their own separate goal. Some
centered around talking about
growing up in a culture that
depicts how and what exactly a
male and a female should be.
“A lot of the culture of
masculinity is distracting to
men, women and transgenders,”
Ahmed said.

facebook.com/spartandaily

Examples of childhood
toys and beauty products
were used to show the social
norms of male and female
tendencies.
Further into the discussion,
Ahmed educated the audience
on transgender issues and
how to use respective talking
methods.
“The topic is vital because
so often we presume gender
identity and we don’t think
about how we treat each other
with our words or how people
identify themselves,” Ahmed
said.

SEE GENDER ON PAGE 2
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Samson So | Spartan Daily
Zain Ahmed, a diversity advocate intern, talks about the issue of gender
identity during his discussion “Gender Reconstruction” at the MOSAIC
Cultural Center on Thursday, Sept. 18.
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18th annual Bark in the Park gives dogs a howling good time
Dog enthusiasts bring awareness about correlation between dog care, attitude
By Wesley Moots
@Stevewes
Pet owners and their best friends
came together at Naglee Park on Saturday, Sept. 20 for the 18th annual
San Jose Bark in the Park.
Lynda Chase, one of the organizers of the event who led the volunteers, was excited to see so many
people coming to the event.
“Last year we got rained out,”
Chase said. “It poured all morning,
so this is great.”
As the heat of the day rose, one
notable change from past years was
the lack of dog pools. In the past, portable pools kept the dogs cool, but this
year the pools were removed from the
event’s plans due to the drought.
Chase said instead of using the
pools they were going to have misters
for the dogs, but that ultimately was
considered by the city to be an irresponsible use of water as well.
“San Jose Water was going to do
the misters, but the city said ‘no,’”
Chase said.
Dozens of tents were decorated
with various signs that promoted
different rescue, adoption and
awareness groups as well as vendors selling all sorts of items used
for dog care, training and accessorization.

Midway along the north-eastern line of tents in pastel pink
with bright red lettering was the
Pinups For Pit Bulls (PFPB).
An advocacy and education
group, PFPB raises funds to promote awareness and to fight
against the public connotation
that all pit bulls are bad.

You’ll see the dogs do a
lot of running between
our legs — that’s like
you or me stretching
before a workout
Rockin’ Ray

Kira Ikeda, a San Jose State
University alumnus, explained
how the stigma toward pit bulls
is shown toward at least five pure
breeds, as well as dozens of mixed
breeds including the American
Bull Terrier and the Stratfordshire
Bull Terrier.
“They (pit bulls) can be loving
family dogs, all about how they’re
trained, not how they’re raised,”
Ikeda said. “The goal is that not
just pit bulls, but that all types of

dogs are judged as individuals.”
Advertising a unique calendar
of pinup models with pit bulls,
Ikeda noted that even more information could be found at PFPB’s
website pinupsforpitbulls.org.
With costume contests, training classes and demonstrations,
opportunities for guests and their
dogs to be both involved and entertained abounded throughout
Naglee Park.
Three times throughout the
event, a crowd gathered around
the Agility Ring to watch Rockin’
Ray and the Skyy Dogs perform
acts of agility and athleticism.
Rockin’ Ray used a few dozen
frisbees and his own athletic skill
to showcase the dogs he worked
with including Bolt, a 14-year-old
Border Collie, and a rookie dog
whose five months of training was
dwarfed by the 18-month-old dog’s
enthusiasm.
“You’ll see the dogs do a lot of
running between our legs — that’s
like you or me stretching before a workout,” Ray said. “It’s to
make sure they’re safe, happy and
healthy.”
All of the dogs in Rockin’ Ray’s
show were saved from shelters and
trained to perform despite past
trauma.

Wesley Moots | Spartan Daily
“Man’s best friend” attempts to catch a frisbee at Bark in the Park at
Naglee Park on Sat., Sept. 20.
Ray emphasized that with
good, diligent training and lots
of love, any dog can become someone’s best friend.
“Remember a happy dog is a
kept dog,” Ray said.
Guests were asked to give a five
dollar donation for each dog they

brought to the event. According to
barksanjose.org, these donations
benefit Naglee Park Campus Community Association, the Humane
Society of Silicon Valley and San
Jose Animal Care Center.
Wesley Moots is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Coyote Creek: Park rangers ‘clear out’ homeless before cleanup
FROM PAGE 1
Kramer’s efforts drew in more than 135
volunteers on Saturday. She said the City
of San Jose’s Park Rangers were also a significant partners in Coastal Cleanup Day at
Coyote Creek.
“They have been really key to the success of
this event ... in helping to clear out the homeless
that are encamped in the area,” said Kramer.

“Ranger Wes Steen has been great. He
helped to clear out the homeless last week
and then he walked the creek this week with
Richard McMurtry.”
McMurtry is the Santa Clara County
Creeks Coalition’s project coordinator. According to McMurtry, the Coalition’s mission is to “transform our creeks into living
streams, meaning: full of the fish and birds
and plants that used to be here in abundance.”
Though Coyote Creek
stretches 14 miles, Saturday’s
cleanup effort focused on the
four-mile segment between
Tully Road and Yerba Buena
Road.
“We are, during this
year, supposed to make it
trash-free, which means
cleaning up the trash that’s
been accumulating for
years, but also working with
the homeless so that their
trash gets picked up every
week,” McMurtry said.
Andrew P. Hill High
School students Baris Gezer

and Hector Buenrostro also spent time at
Coyote Creek on Coastal Cleanup Day.
According to Gezer, he and Buenrostro
lifted “three shopping carts, several bags,”
and “a ton of tires.”
He said he’d originally heard about the
cleanup online.

They have been really key
to the success of this event
... in helping to clear out
the homeless that are
encamped in the area
Deb Kramer
project manager of Santa
Clara Country Creek
Coalition’s Restore Coyote
Creek project
“We thought it would be a great opportunity to help the community,” Gezer said.

Josephine Porter is a San Jose State graduate student and a member of a campus
fraternity. She signed up for the cleanup
through the fraternity’s service website, but
had also heard about it during one of San
Jose State’s organization fairs.
“Our fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, is a
national co-ed service fraternity, so we do
service all the time,” Porter said. “I also heard
about it at the organization fair ... I was also
volunteering there, and then one of the ladies
at the table was telling us about it.”
Porter said aside from the heat and the poison
oak, the cleanup was not very difficult.
“I haven’t really been around poison oak, so
I’m just cautious of everything,” said Porter. “It
wasn’t that bad, it was just a little hot.”
Coastal Cleanup Day began nearly 30
years ago in Oregon when an employee of the
state’s Department of Fish and Wildlife, Judie Nielson, organized members of her community to clean up Oregon’s beaches. The
following year, the California Coastal Commission adopted it as a statewide event.
Coastal Cleanup Day is now international,
having encompassed over 92 countries in 2013.
Sonya Herrera is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Gender: Sexual identity is not always fluid
FROM PAGE 1

To highlight the issues transgenders
deal with, Ahmed showed a video of
transgender activist, Janet Mock, roleplaying by asking several personal questions involving the interviewee’s body
and sexual orientation history.
Ahmed chose to show the video as a
way to prove the awkward and potentially damaging side of media attention for transgenders.
“The person asking the questions
always seemed in power,” said Ahmed.
Ahmed also introduced a “genderbread man” that showed several combinations of attractions based on how
some identifies.
Using gender identity as an example, one can interpret as male in their
mind, but also also identify with numerous female traits.
“There are a lot of assumptions of
what women and men are expected to
do and it really dictates how we look at
ourselves,” Ahmed said.

Ahmed added that being more
aware of the numerous complex gender
identities can often raise more questions about one’s self.
Some participants of the discussion expressed how being labeled to a
specific gender identity was difficult
because feelings fluctuate.
Ahmed recounted instances where
he was deeply impacted by gender stereotypes.
“Growing up with a Muslim background, I lived in a hyper-masculine
environment that was imposed on
me, and for a long time I was blaming
myself for something that I wasn’t,”
Ahmed said.
Several attendees said they found it
equally frustrating and diminishing
that society needed to keep gender roles
boxed in with physical and mental guidelines, as if they were necessary evidence
to prove someone as male or female.
Tamara Magtoto, a freshman computer engineering major, spoke of gender injustice in her classes.

“I feel uncomfortable sometimes in the
engineering program and I get the feeling
that people don’t trust me with certain
tasks just because I am a girl,” she said.
Overall, students who attended the
discussion felt much more educated about
the topic of gender distortion. People were
free to share their mind, including stories
about family pressures, interactions with
friends and personal struggles.
“I liked that this was a safe place to
open up about our diverse backgrounds
and I learned a lot about the complexity of gender,” said Susan Areeckal, a
history graduate student.
“No one should be shamed for who
they are, how they feel, how they identify or how they present themselves
because there is no defined way to be a
man or a woman,” Ahmed said.
New discussions are held every
Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center Modular
A. This week’s meeting will discuss
sexual violence and abuse.
Samson So is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Crime Log

Santa to make an appearance
at 24th annual Holiday Toy Drive
UPD invites community to participate
By Vincent Vicini
@thebigvinnie

monetary donations for distributing toys to children in
the community.
Vice president of Corporate Communications at Comerica Bank, Susan Siravo,
wrote Comerica supports
the toy drive because the
company understands the
importance of investing in
the communities it serves
and that they value bringing people together during
the holidays.

@SPARTANDAILY

where a photo booth will be
set up for children to take
pictures with another Santa,
Fall is officially in full
Gaxiola said.
effect and the season of giv“The emotions that you
ing is fast approaching.
feel as you get to be Santa for
The 24th annual Holiday
these children is amazing,”
Toy Drive organized by the
said Laws, who has been the
University Police Departon-campus Santa Claus nument is entering its prepamerous times.
ration phase, which will
Laws said he can’t comserve over 200 families this
pare this experience with
holiday season, according to
anything else he has done.
UPD Sgt. Jenny Gaxiola.
“The ability to sit and be
The non-profit
Santa for chiloperation
prodren every year,
vides toys for chilwhich I’ve done
The delivery route begins
dren ages birth to
for several years
on the south side of campus
14 years old in the
in a row now,
95112 ZIP code
is unmatched,”
from Fifth Street through
surrounding San
Laws said.
Eleventh Street and we will
Jose State UniverLeading up
sity, Gaxiola said.
to the day of the
go to the neighborhoods with
The program is
toy drive, volunSanta, who delivers the gift
extended to stuteers can sign up
with the assistance of the
dents, faculty and
to participate in
staff
members
arranging donacampus community as well
who may also be
tions and gift
as UPD officers
experiencing fiwrapping.
Sgt. Jenny Gaxiola
nancial difficulty
The toy drive
and are unable to
coincides with
University
provide toys for
the Fall semesPolice Department
their
children
ter’s finals schedduring the holiday
ule with wrapseason.
ping day taking
According to UPD Sgt.
“The toy drive brings to- place on Dead Day, Thursday,
John Laws, the toy drive’s gether students, businesses Dec. 11, the day between last
first meeting is this Thurs- and police officers who work day of instruction and the
day, Sept. 25 at 10 a.m. in to share the holiday spirit with first day of finals.
the UPD conference room. many families living near the
Gift distribution is tenThe campus community is university,” Siravo said.
tatively scheduled to occur
welcome to attend and parTwo operations run si- that weekend, according to
ticipate.
multaneously on the day of Laws.
“We are now starting to the toy drive: home delivery
To partake in the giftget into our regular meeting and campus pick-up.
giving, or to RSVP for this
schedule in preparation of
“The delivery route be- Thursday’s meeting, volunthe actual toy drive,” Laws gins on the south side of teers can email Gaxiola at
said of the upcoming meet- campus from Fifth Street jenny.pak@sjsu.edu or call
ing where volunteers will be through Eleventh Street Laws at 408-924-2240.
assigned responsibilities.
and we will go to the neighGaxiola reminds volunFuture meeting dates are borhoods with Santa, who teers that the toy drive is a
to be determined.
delivers the gift with the “great way to contribute to
Laws attributes the suc- assistance of the campus something positive, somecess of the toy drive to vol- community, as well as UPD thing uplifting and to make
unteers from the university, officers,” Gaxiola said.
a difference for young chilas well as corporate donors
Families outside of the dren.”
such as Comerica Bank, delivery route can pick up
Vincent Vicini is a Spartan
which has regularly made toys from UPD on campus, Daily staff writer.
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The following events were taken from
the University Police Department’s daily crime log.
MON

15

TUES

16

TUES

19

1 9:10 p.m.
A police cadet was flagged down regarding a stolen bicycle at
Duncan Hall. The subject reported his bicycle was stolen while
locked to the bicycle rack. A report was taken.
2 10:24 p.m.
An officer was dispatched to the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity on
report of a noise complaint from neighbors. The officer contacted the fraternity officers and arranged for the noise to cease. A
report was filed.
3 8:35 a.m.
An officer was dispatched to the Engineering Building to take a
report of a stolen laptop. No suspect information was available
at the time. A report was taken.
4 1:36 p.m.
An officer was dispatched to respond to medical aid at Boccardo
Business Complex. The subject was transported to a local hospital
by paramedics for treatment.
5 1:47 p.m.
A library security officer discovered graffiti vandalism at the Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Library. There were no witnesses and no
suspects have been identified. A report was taken.
6 6:43 p.m.
The University Police Department, San Jose Fire Department and
EMS personnel were dispatched to provide medical assistance to
a subject at Spartan Stadium. The subject declined to be transported to the local hospital. A report was taken.

3

5

4
1
6

Information compiled by Vincent Vicini
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#SJPAINTING

Art lovers unwind with
San Jose Museum of Art’s
Booze and Brushes event
By Lauren Hernandez
@LaurenPorFavor

portrait drawing.
“Booze and Brushes is one series that we
started to repeat at this point because people
The San Jose Museum of Art hosted its third have really enjoyed it and wanted to do it
Booze and Brushes event this year as part of its again,” Liberi said.
Unlike other art classes, attendees had free
Art 101 program on last Thursday.
reign
over what was painted on their eightThirty-two attendees made their way into
inch-by-10-inch
canvas boards, according to
the museum’s studio with cold beers or wine
Liberi.
glasses in one hand and a brush in the other.
Attendees were first given sketching temStudio arts educator and instructor for the
Samuel Brannan | Spartan Daily
plates
to explore possible painting ideas.
event Denise Liberi said Booze and Brushes is
Some
searched
for
inspiration
on
their
mopart of a series of hands-on art classes available
to adults curious about creating art, including bile devices while others flocked to a table dis- John Price, a San Jose resident, dips his paintbrush while taking a lesson at San Jose
printing, typography, kinetic sculptures and playing various painting books.
Museum of Art’s Booze and Brushes last Thursday, Sept. 18.
“Remember that sketches
aren’t supposed to look good,”
Liberi said to guests as the
“I haven’t painted since college and
“I thought it was a really great way to do art
sketching portion came to a thought it would be fun to be creative tonight and to get together with friends,” Vaes said.
close.
and try something that I haven’t done in a
Many attendees used their lives as
An image transfer demon- while,” Mears said.
inspiration to paint, including San Jose resistration taught attendees how
As the night progressed, some attendees dent Karen Grimm, who painted a picture of
to easily transfer their sketch- took a break from painting to walk around the her dog.
es onto the canvas by gliding museum and enjoy the art adorning the walls.
“I’m originally from Chicago, so I put the
charcoal over the sketch and
San Jose native Meri Rose said the studio backdrop of some Chicago buildings behind
pressing it onto the canvas for had a laid-back atmosphere and facilitated my dog Joey,” Grimm said.
a few seconds.
learning to paint in a fun way.
As the end of the event drew closer, empLiberi launched into a
“It was really easy going,” Rose said. “They ty bottles of beer and dry wine glasses were
painting demonstration that had a good variety of people like first-time scattered among dripping paint brushes and
provided tips on how to utilize painters and those who are more experienced.” freshly-painted canvases.
different brushes and tools to
Liberi said Thursday’s Booze and Brushes
Liberi said she was excited to see adults give
get a desired sketch on canvas.
allowed 10 more people to attend this work- themselves a few hours out of their Thursday
Liberi suggested painting shop than the May event, which resulted in a night to relax and paint with others while inthe background color first, variety of different paintings.
dulging in a glass — or two — of alcohol.
painting big chunks of color
“I gave everyone the same materials, every“I hope that everyone walks away with
and then adding details.
one the same instruction, but look at every- some tools and techniques that they can
Attendees surrounded the one’s paintings,” Liberi said. “It’s just really apply to the next painting they make,” Liberi
two, materials tables to col- exciting to see what more people can do.”
said. “I hope people come back and continue to
lect various-sized brushes and
Although expanding the workshop to 32 make art and be inspired.”
Samuel Brannan | Spartan Daily
blend colors on their palettes.
people proved successful, Liberi plans to keep
Portrait Drawing, the next installment of
Riverside native Amy Mears it at that number so the event remains inti- the Art 101 series, will be at San Jose Museum
A bucket of brushes rests next to an almost-empty
said it was her first time attending mate.
of Art on Sunday, Sept. 28 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
bottle of beer at San Jose Museum of Art’s Booze and Booze and Brushes and will plan
Belgium native Sonja Vaes said although
Lauren Hernandez is a Spartan Daily staff
on
attending
more
museum
art
she
does
not
consider
herself
to
be
a
good
writer.
Brushes last Thursday, Sept. 18.
events.
painter, she had fun regardless.
#SJART

San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles
hosts interactive art exhibit, classes
By Samson So
@SamsonSo426
On the corner of South First
Street, San Jose’s Museum of
Quilts and Textiles, a safe haven for art lovers, sits in serene
solitude apart from the usual
Downtown San Jose traffic.
Scattered neatly across the
walls are several quilt pieces
and textile art, each with its
own unique design story.
One such art piece is
“Swarming,” by Rob Gonsalves
and Anna Goransson, which
provides an interactive experience with visitors.
The design consists of
“pods” that light up the walls
like red and orange lanterns,
while the projected “boids” are
constantly fluttering around
as if they were tiny, koi fish
darting away.
The boids are controlled by
a Microsoft Kinect system that
monitors human movement
and reacts to viewers who are
up close.

“The exhibits are set up by
a volunteer installation group
that have several student interns who are shown how to
mount exhibition,” said executive director Christine Jeffers.
“Exhibits stay up for three or
four months and we have docents provide hour-long tours
for students and adults alike.”
Several of the museum’s
employees are volunteers that
devote their time in order to
keep the museum running.
Susan Hurd, a new volunteer from Cupertino, shared a
brief look at what life is like at
the museum.
“As a volunteer, some of my
tasks include dusting, taking
phone calls and folding artwork, but what I enjoy the most
is meeting new people who are
involved with the arts,” Hurd
said.
“Swarming” is just one
piece featured in the current
exhibit at the museum.
Vel Garrick’s exhibit of
“Conversational Watercolor

Quilts” from a distance shows a
landscape as a setting.
However, a look up close
will shows a saturation of
smaller images including
Mickey Mouse, Betty Boop and
even dragons that make up the
image on each quilt.
While the exhibit is a major
attraction, Jeffers also planned
on making some educational
changes the museum hopes to
implement.
“I feel that people with
quilts will only appreciate
them if they learn to actually
make them themselves,” said
Jeffers.
Jeffers said that the museum is trying to increase participatory action with several
classes on Photoshop Elements,
felting, various sewing, fashion
design, weaving workshops,
textiles and jewelry classes.
Joan Phillips, the director of operations and resources who will be spearheading
the
program
described some examples of

Samson So | Spartan Daily
“Our Sons” by Melissa English Campbell stares up at viewers at the San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles. The exhibit will be open until Nov. 9.

classes that will be coming up
soon.
“Some of the classes we have
included is the ‘Mixing It Up’
quilting program that features
fabric painting to make mixed
media collages,” Phillips said.
Hurd expressed some of
her favorite things about volunteering at the museum and
some interesting opportunities.
“It’s great to see that a lot of
the exhibits have local artists
who come up with the most innovative designs in their beautiful quilts and artwork that
show that quilting and textile
work isn’t just homemade
items,” said Hurd.
Hurd added that these artists also host discussions for the
public who want to learn more
about art.
Jeffers said she encourages
people to check out South First
Friday, which is an art walk
held on the first Friday of every
month on First Street. Meet &
Make: Fiber Salon will be featured on Oct. 3.
“Our museum will be open
for free from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Oct. 3 and will provide a great
opportunity to learn about art
and public speaking lessons,”
Jeffers said.
The event will also have
live music since the museum is
partnered with Guitar Society.
The San Jose Museum of
Quilts and Textiles is located at
520 South First St. and is open
from Wednesday to Friday
from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. The museum opens at 11 a.m. on weekends. General admission is $8,
but students with IDs can enter
for $6.50.
Samson So is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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City Lights Theater Company’s ‘Art’ explores value of art
By Kristen Wirtz
@KristenWirtz2
With
excitement
building, Rebecca Wallace, marketing director
for City Lights Theater
Company, handed out
complimentary programs
and small watercolor palettes for attendees while
play-goers visited the art
exhibit that the San Jose
Institute of Contemporary Art provided for the
theater.
Thirty minutes prior
to the showing, the curtains of the theater were
finally drawn and audiKyle Gustafson | Contributing Photographer
ence members seated
quickly to watch City Lights
Audience members converse and draw onstage at City Lights Theaters’ opening night on Sept. 20.
Theater Company’s opening
night of the play “Art” by Yas- rector, Lisa Mallette, gave a
Marc, played by actor Kit white painting is finally reThese engaging performina Reza and directed by quick welcome and the lights Wilder, talks rhetorically vealed, and Marc puts on his mances made for a refreshVirginia Drake, kicking off dimmed.
to the audience as a way of glasses and gets down onto ingly entertaining show.
the theater’s 2014-15 season.
A spotlight turned on and introducing the play’s the- all fours to analyze the white
Director Virginia Drake
No farther than 50 feet the show instantly invited matic event. His friend Serge lines on the white canvas has captured this play’s cofrom the stadium-like seats audience members to engage just purchased an all-white Serge purchased.
medic intentions with wellstood a simplistic, yet charm- with the opening scene.
painting for 200,000 francs,
With his perplexed shad- casted performers who take
ing stage-set designed by Ron
A monologue dictating equivalent to about 213,000 ow silhouetted against the full advantage of the creativGasparinetti.
the preface of the play’s story American dollars.
white canvas, audience mem- ity allowed in the play.
The diagonal lines of the — three men who’s friendThis leads to a dispute bers can’t help but laugh.
With smooth transitions
walls and the homogeneous ship is challenged after a between friends on what the
Their laughter only am- from scene to scene, a motelcolors gave form to an artsy disagreement on the value of true value of art is and how plifies in the theater when like picture was the only set
theme before the play even art — breaks the fourth wall far one should go for friend- Yvonne (Max Tachis) breaks change to differentiate bebegan.
between spectator and per- ship.
out into hysterical mono- tween the men’s apartments.
The executive artistic di- former.
In the opening scene, the logues soon after.
A closing statement from

the actors on friendship resonated with the audience as
the lights dimmed and the
performers bowed.
The after party commenced with champagne and
food for anyone who stayed.
Mallette said the show has
an after party following every performance where people can walk onto the stage to
see the sets up-close and talk
with the actors.
Audience members gathered with their food and
champagne, discussing parts
of the play they loved while
waiting for the actors to come
out.
On stage, an easel with
blank white sheets encouraged people to draw or sketch
anything they wanted.
With the opening night of
“Art” closing on a high note,
City Lights Theater can rest
assure that they sent their audience members home happy.
The play is a definite
must-see performance with
actors who bring humor and
charisma to every scene.
“Art” will continue showing until Oct. 19 at City Lights
Theater. Purchase tickets online at cltc.org.
Kristen Wirtz is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

#SJFATALE

Fatale rises from ashes with folk,
jazz and funk at Blackbird Tavern
By Wesley Moots
@SteveWes

The concert at Blackbird Tavern captivated an
audience of dining customers, who didn’t know
what they were in for, and fans of Fatale.
Locals wandered over when the music began
Wednesday, Sept. 17 was the 25th concert orto
play
through the restaurant and onto the patio.
ganized by Fatale talent group at Blackbird TavThe
newly reborn concert series last Wednesern.
day
was
relaxed, and no one in the audience would
However the concert almost didn’t happen.
have
guessed
they were witnessing a rebirth.
Located at 200 South First St. in Downtown
Led
by
female
pianist and singer Kylie Smiley,
San Jose, the concert featured three local female“Baby
Dame”
played
a completely original set of
led bands: Baby Dame, Bri Stromer and Narrasongs
with
a
folk
style.
tors.
Singing in both English and French, Smiley
Fatale organizers Jackie Gage and Sparrow
took
the audience for a ride through her personal
Crommett worked hard during the summer on
emotional
travels of love, loss and the hope of
various shows focusing on female artists of all
finding
love
again.
kinds, but by the end of the season Gage said they
Baby
Dame’s
songs were a fascinating middle
were feeling burnt out.
ground
between
folk, pop and lounge music, and
“Fatale started with a dual purpose,” Gage said.
“Sing
a
New
Song”
was so catchy it had many in
“One is to present females in the arts. The second
the
tavern
singing
along.
was to bridge the gap between North, South and
“Smiley” referred to both the song and its title
East bay and cause a cultural renaissance.”
as
a
work in progress, but it was played with equal
After a show on Sept. 3, Gage and Crommett
parts
of fun and passion.
struggled with booking events and funding for
Over
the course of the evening, the bands, Fathe group that had become ambiguous, Cromtale
staff
and the Blackbird Tavern staff worked
mett said.
together
in
making sure breaks between each
Gage said much of the funding for their arts
band’s
set
were
short.
promotion was achieved through a grant, but
The second band
grants don’t last forevof
the night was “Bri
er and money eventuStromer,”
led by a singally runs out.
er
of
the
same name
According to Gage
and
her
three-man
and Crommett, the
backup
band.
problem is that once a
With a string of
band begins to develop
funk
and jazz covers,
a following, there isn’t
which
were entertainas many mid-size vening
yet
had clunky and
ues to play in San Jose,
soft-spoken
transiwhich pushes the mutions
between
songs,
sic to other parts of the
Stromer
showed
some
Bay Area.
raw
talent
even
if
she
“A light on San Jose
may
not
yet
be
ready
as a part of the art scene
for performing onwould be what we’d like
stage.
to be,” Crommet said.
The smaller venue
“It’s about creating
size
of Blackbird Tava wider spectrum of
ern
lends
itself well to
what a woman can be.”
Schedule of upcoming shows at
new,
local
bands, but
In the two weeks
unfortunately
a cerBlackbird Tavern
following the Sept. 3
tain
level
of
synergy
in
200 S. First Street
show, a number of fans
San Jose, California
the
band
is
required
to
and individuals congive
a
quality
perfortacted Fatale asking
Oct. 1
mance.
if there would be any
Dirty Boots
Stromer’s band
more concerts.
Tara Alesia
seemed
to not yet
The discouraged
have
the
synergy
that
Oct. 15
team said they felt the
Joanna Borromeo
would
allow
them
to
fires rekindle by this
Amy Dabalos
perform
as
a
cohesive
outside support and
unit.
pushed the duo to get
Nov. 26
Closing out the
Jackie Gage
back into production.
night
was “Narrators,”
“It was like a phoeAll shows start at 8 p.m.
a
two-person
band
nix,” Gage said. “We
$10.00 admission
with
both
acoustic
burnt out, but now
guitar and singing by
we’re back and better
Infographic by Wesley Moots Cortnee Lydia and acthan ever.”

MUSIC * ART * SPOKEN WORD

companied by Stephen Dukeheart.
“Narrators” fun, clear and entertaining sound
was a mixture of jazz, folk and rock.
Playing together for just over a year, “Narrators” possess a sound somewhere between “Fleetwood Mac,” “Death Cab For Cutie” and “They
Might Be Giants.”
Though the performance was not intended
to be comedic, there were silly elements to their
transitions that made their stage presence fun.
Their song “Tulips” was described by Duke-

heart as a Norwegian death-metal song played
very slowly.
“I left that country to get away from that life,”
Lydia said in reply.
Gage said this is just the beginning and that
Fatale isn’t going away any time soon.
Fatale is putting on two shows at Blackbird
Tavern in October and will continue with monthly shows in November.
More information is at thisisfatale.com
Wesley Moots is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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St. Louis police department hosts
manipulating media 101 workshops
The St. Louis Police Department is hosting a “how to win the media” class for law
enforcement officers in part in response to
the situation in Ferguson, MO.
What this means is that the department
wants to place the problem in the realm of public relations and not actual, effectual policing.
Let’s ignore for a second how inappropriate it is to promote a class on spinning
information to the media by referencing
the shooting of an unarmed black teenager,
much less the bigger issue that Ferguson
has become since it looked more like an
army than a police force descended on
peaceful protesters.
The class flyer’s title reads “OFFICERINVOLVED SHOOTING – YOU CAN WIN
WITH THE MEDIA,” which is strange.
I didn’t think we were playing a game.
Let’s pretend the only problem is that
cops who fatally shoot unarmed black
people have a public relations problem.
This class is unnecessary and downright
offensive.
As a member of the media, I am telling the police that you can win me over by
protecting, serving and just talking to me
openly about cases.
Seriously, if I could leave a message on a
public information officer’s voicemail and get
any response whatsoever, I would be so happy.
I’m still waiting on responses from
phone-calls I made last spring.
This idea that I’m being “won” over by
the police when they do decide to speak to
me is incredibly discouraging.

I’m here to report facts and get
Again, am I the animal being
my story straight, just like the
fed here?
police are there to collect facts
Thanks for that professional
and get their story straight.
respect Rick Rosenthal, President
So where is the disconnection?
of RAR Communications.
A peace officer’s job is to hold
You obviously have little repeople accountable to the law and
gard for what I or my colleagues do.
a journalist’s job is to keep the law
Sorry we annoyed you with
accountable to people.
our obnoxious sense of honest
If you want me to print enaccountability.
Follow Philip on
dorsements for your department,
This is apparently the 10th
Twitter
buy ad space.
program
Rosenthal has hosted.
@Beadlebeat
If you want to legitimately
The flyer states Rosenthal has
share facts you
trained thousands of ofcollected about a
ficers over 16 years.
particular case, I’m
No wonder there’s a
all ears.
problem.
I wonder if this
The next class “‘No comopen and honest
ment’ is a comment” is just
policy will be featured
an outright lie.
in this “highly enterIf I’m hungry and ask
taining class.”
my roommate if there is
The first event on
food in the fridge, he betthe itinerary is called
ter not respond, “No food
“Meet the 900-pound Gorilla.”
in the fridge is food in the fridge.”
Wait, I thought this was about media
Zero is an abstract concept denoting the
relations.
lack of something, the opposite of someAm I the 900-pound gorilla?
thing being present.
That’s just rude. I’m not won over yet.
It’s an important note because I can’t
There is also a class called “DWI and the
simply print a story saying no comment.
Media,” which at least has the word media
That isn’t a story.
in it, and then there’s “feeding the animals”
The seminar “Don’t get stuck on Stupid!”
right after.
implies that many of our questions don’t matter.
I’m sensing a theme.
These questions matter to the public.
Someone is being dehumanized, and I
That’s why we’re asking them.
have a suspicion it might be me.
I hope with every fiber of my being that

A professional
pro
journalist
ou na does not
need to be managed,
does not need his or
her hand held

“Managing Media Assault and Battery” isn’t
what it sounds like because it sounds like “how
to beat a journalist and get away with it.”
Then there’s “Managing Media When
Things Get Ugly (Think Ferguson)” as if we
needed reminding what “ugly” scenarios
have recently unfurled.
Such a flippant reference is incredibly
disrespectful.
And if Ferguson is the example, the
place where multiple journalists were
arrested for doing their jobs, that’s not
winning.
Those reporters continued doing their
jobs upon being released and documented
the fact they had been arrested and had
their First Amendment rights violated.
Then there is “Managing Media in a Crisis
(including lessons learned from the Newtown,
CT school shooting)” which seems less important than actually managing a crisis.
A professional journalist does not need
to be managed and does not need his or her
hand held.
You handle the crisis, we’ll handle the
coverage. Simple as that.
So if the police are going to win with the
media, who is going to lose? I’ll summarize
my class one more time.
It may not be “fast-paced” or “highly
entertaining,” but it also won’t cost $75.00
or make people hate you.
Here it is: just do your job and let me do mine.
Class dismissed.
Philip Beadle is the Spartan Daily Arts and
Entertainment Editor.

We want to hear what you
have to say! Tweet us at
@spartandaily
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HERNANDEZ

It is not all black and white
when it comes to my race

says

The trials of being mixed
race in American society
My mixed-race identity has
My fair skin says absolutely
been a cause of frustration my
nothing about my upbringing, my
entire life.
traditions or my cultural beliefs.
At first glance, one may see my
Even at San Jose State, a unifair skin and assume I am white.
versity that boasts it’s ethnic diThey would be half right. I’m
versity, I have encountered several
half Mexican and half white,
people who challenge the validity
but I am forced to prove this fact
of my ethnic make-up.
anytime someone questions the
I crossed the threshold of Joe
validity of my Mexican cultural
West’s doors as a freshman for
Follow Lauren on
identity.
Fall Welcome Days years ago
Twitter
My father’s family is from
with excitement, but that quickly
@LaurenPorFavor
Jalisco, Mexico and my mother’s
subsided.
family is from Pennsylvania.
I approached the sign-in desk in
My upbringing was perplexing consider- the lobby and told my name to the resident
ing my mother’s family did not accept her
adviser manning the table.
marriage to a MexiWhen he heard me
can man and thus
say my last name Herdid not accept me
nandez, he shot me a
into their family.
look of confusion.
It was at this
“Your last name is
young age I came
Hernandez?”
to the realization
I replied with a
I would never be
simple “yes” and
completely accepted
prepared myself for
from either of my
the questions I have
races.
become accustomed to
My discomfort
during my life.
of being called white ultimately stems from
“I thought you were white,” he said to me
my mother’s family essentially disowning
as he exchanged glances from my face back
me, which is not an easy truth for me to
down to the clipboard bearing my last name.
admit.
The R.A. then proceeded to tell me
When my mother died when I was nine
“you’re not Mexican” with confidence.
years old, I completely immersed myself
I informed him that he was wrong and
with my Mexican side.
advised him not to make assumptions about
I grew up in a household where I learned
someone’s race.
how to cook by peering over my grandThere is also the looming necessity to
mother Maria’s shoulder in the kitchen,
choose a race when the time comes to fill
danced to mariachis at every celebratory
out the race portion of any given survey
occasion and laid pan de muerto on my
or government document, such as the U.S.
deceased family members ofrendas every
Census Bureau.
November.
I must weigh the options of bubbling in
Despite my overwhelmingly Mexican
“Latino” or “Other” and write my ethnicity
upbringing, I still face confrontation from
on the designated line.
both white and Mexican people regarding
I frequently identify as “Latino” in these
the legitimacy of my cultural identity.
circumstances because I associate with my
I’ve been barraged with a flurry of
Mexican ethnicity far more than my white side.
insults regarding my whiteness (both
As a mixed race individual, I’m plagued
literal and figurative), as well as my lack of
with being caught between two wildly
Mexican culture.
contrasting races, neither of whom fully
Statements like, “You’re whitewashed,”
embrace me as their own.
“You don’t look Mexican,” and “You just
Being mixed is difficult enough without
look white ... you don’t sound Mexican. I bet
having to deal with people making accusayou don’t even speak Spanish,” are exceedtions regarding who I am as a person.
ingly infuriating and haven’t lost their
Identifying a race on surveys is a moimpact even after 23 years of hearing them.
mentary frustration compared to the seemIt’s as if being half white somehow disingly incessant tests proving how Mexican
misses the fact that I’m also Mexican.
or white I am.
There is nothing that irritates me more
Lauren Hernandez is a Spartan Daily staff
than when people test the legitimacy of my
writer. “Hernandez Says” usually runs every
cultural identity.
second and fourth Wednesday.

Bein mixed is difficult
Being
B
enough without having to
deal with people making
who
accusations regarding
ng wh
I am as a person
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In fifth grade, my class
And being called “whitewashed”
learned about colors and how
or “Oreo” is absolutely one of the
mixing certain colors together
worst things anyone could possibly
made different colors.
call me.
“What does black and white
Whether it was feeling embarmake?” our teacher asked.
rassed for enjoying Coldplay’s
I raised my hand and told her
music or not having the athletic
“brown.”
abilities so commonly associated
Obviously I was wrong and she
with black people, I should not
told me the colors actually made
have to prove I am black.
Follow Jerica on
gray.
“How To Be Black,” a book
Twitter
I was so confused because
written
by Baratunde Thurston, ex@thehellajerica
I had been told I am black and
plores the black experience, though
white my whole life and wonin a somewhat satirical way.
dered how black and white made gray if my
Thurston writes, “Throughout this book
skin is a golden-brown color.
I will use the terms African-American,
I have always identified as mixed race,
black, and Negro interchangeably. There is
but prefer referring to myself as black or
rarely a logic to it, so please try not to overAfrican-American, despite being racially
think it.”
half white.
He also touches the topic of being a
I am not ashamed or trying to erase that “token” black person in a group.
part of my racial identity.
A “token” is someone who is treated as a
The reason I prefer identifying as black
representative of his or her race rather than as
is because that has
an individual.
been my experience
This includes
for the past 23 years.
being the only black
The fact is I have
person in a class, a
always been treated
group of friends or in
like I was black by
a work environment.
society.
Thurston talked
And despite my
about how a lot of
half white racial
people, especially
identity, the black
white people, like to
community has alpoint out that they
ways accepted me.
have that one black
I have never truly been accepted as a part friend or one of their relatives married a
of the white community.
black person, which somehow makes them
Both of my parents died before I was
less racist.
fifteen, so I don’t have any real connection
Thurston also points out that being that
to my white or black side.
“token” black friend comes with the responBecause of this, I have always had to
sibility to call people out on their racist
prove my credibility as a black person.
behavior.
If I had a dollar for every time I was told I
Whether it is making jokes or inadvertentwas “not black enough” or “whitewashed,” I
ly saying that useless “N” word, I will swoop in
could pay off all my debt and open up that non- and call whoever out for his or her ignorance.
profit organization I always dreamed about.
A friend of mine bought me this book,
When someone tells you that you are not mostly as a joke, because she knew I loved to
“really black,” they say it as if you are supread about anything to do with race issues.
posed to take it as a compliment.
As I read it, I began to realize that the book
As if I am supposed to be proud that I am was actually an important and relatable book.
essentially the “acceptable black person.”
It made me realize what exactly it means
White is not the default race and I am no to be black.
better than anyone else in the black comIt means to be authentic on your own
munity because I am half white.
terms.
People are brainwashed into believing
There is no one way to be black.
that an educated black person is anything
Jerica Lowman is the Spartan Daily Opinion
but normal.
Editor.

Whit is not the default
White
race and I am not better
than anyone else in the
black community because
cause
I am half white
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#SHARKSHOCKEY

Sharks training
camp opens with
packed crowds,
younger players
By Jonathan Wold
@JonathanWold
Sharks Ice at San Jose was buzzing with excitement from
hockey-starved Sharks fans looking to turn the page on last
season’s bitter playoff collapse to the Los Angeles Kings.
The San Jose Sharks began training camp for the 201415 season and held scrimmages Sept. 20-21 in front of two
packed crowds on the south rink.
“I liked the pace of the game. I thought it was crisp,” said
Sharks head coach Todd McLellan. “I thought that players
came to compete for positions.”
There is an emphasis on competition this year.
Roles will need to be re-evaluated this season — both on the
ice and in the locker room.
Center Joe Thornton was stripped of his position as captain after a summer full of speculation that the Sharks were
trying to trade him and rebuild around younger players.
The blue line got much younger this season.
Defensemen Dan Boyle and Brad Stuart were traded for
draft picks.
While Stuart’s spot will likely be taken by a rookie defenseman, Boyle’s replacement is already on the team.
After playing a season and a half as a forward on the top
line, Brent Burns will make the transition back to defense.
“I feel confident I could get 30 goals playing forward, but
I also love the challenge of playing D and playing more than
twenty minutes a game,” said Burns.
Burns’ adjustment period back to the blue line isn’t expected to last long.
“By the time we’re done with exhibition season, he’ll be an
all-star defenseman again,” McLellan said.
In goal, the tandem of goaltenders remains the same,
but Antti Niemi and Alex Stalock are competing for the
starting job.
The team may just start whoever is hotter at the time, with
time being split much more evenly than in past years.
Among the forwards, the only significant change was the
buyout of oft-injured winger Martin Havlat and the signing
of 6-foot-8-inch enforcer, John Scott.
The top-six forwards appear to be set and are very similar

Taylor Rush | Spartan Daily
San Jose Sharks players head off the ice and into the locker room after a scrimmage at Sharks Ice at San Jose on Sunday.
to last season.
The bottom six could be a mess, especially with injuries to
two-thirds of the projected third line.
Winger Raffi Torres and forward James Sheppard are both
recovering from knee injuries.
While Sheppard’s return will likely come sooner rather
than later, Torres is out indefinitely.
That creates the possibility of two more spots for young
forwards making the team.
During last year’s preseason, an injury to Torres created a
roster spot for forward Matt Nieto.
Nieto took that opportunity and ran with it, finishing
with 24 points in 66 games.
He was named the Sharks Co-Rookie of the Year along
with forward Tomas Hertl.
Nieto is now penciled in as a top-six forward on a line with
Logan Couture and Patrick Marleau.
While playing on that line in the playoffs, Nieto put up
five points — the fourth most on the team.
He said he feels comfortable starting in that role again.
“We know where each other play and where we’re going to
be,” Nieto said.
With a new year and another injury to Torres, it looks like
winger Tye McGinn might be the one to take advantage of the
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open roster spot this time.
“I hope he can,” McLellan said. “He knows he’s in a dogfight with a number of other wingers in that situation.”
While McGinn may be the front-runner for Torres’ role,
Freddie Hamilton, Daniil Tarasov and Chris Tierney have
also impressed.
“It’s a role that I would like to play,” McGinn said. “Torres
is definitely a hard worker and gets to the dirty areas. I’d like
to see myself like that.”
The Sharks acquired McGinn in July from the Philadelphia Flyers in exchange for a third-round draft pick.
McGinn tallied seven goals and three assists in 36 games
over the past two seasons for the Flyers.
McGinn’s older brother, Jamie, played for the Sharks from
2008- 2012.
Position battles will most likely not be decided until
opening night.
San Jose has seven preseason games to figure out their
lineup.
The Sharks’ regular season begins Oct. 8 in Los Angeles, where the team will watch the Kings raise their Stanley Cup championship banner — a reminder of how close
they were.
Jonathan Wold is a Spartan Daily contributing writer.

